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Coherent Doppler narrowing in a thin vapor cell: Observation of the Dicke regime
in the optical domain
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Single light beam transmission spectroscopy in an ultrathin dilute vapor cell~10–100mm! reveals sub-
Doppler features. Indeed, atoms with fast~normal! velocity undergo a short interaction between the cell walls,
and are shown to be less absorbing because they have not reached their steady state of interaction with light.
The effect is observed in the linear-response regime with a simple two-level system, as ensured from the
ultralow level of light irradiation~<1 mW/cm2 for the CsD2 line!. The effect, known for a long time in the
microwave domain, is demonstrated here in the optical domain, and is extended to cell thicknesses large
relative to the optical wavelength.@S1050-2947~98!50105-9#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Md, 32.80.2t, 06.20.2f
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High-resolution spectroscopy of an atomic vapor with
single-frequency laser beam is often considered as the
basis on which numerous experiments daily rely. In spite
the apparent simplicity of these types of experiments, rec
careful observations have demonstrated that various elem
tary effects, which are often neglected, may appear in c
monly encountered regimes. Recently, we demonstrated
a strong anisotropy in the design of an otherwise ordin
room-temperature vapor cell leads to sub-Doppler featu
on line center in the spectrum ofsingle beam transmission
@1#. This observation was shown to be related to an opt
pumping effect, whose steady state is reached only for th
atoms whose vectorial velocity ensures a long interac
time with the resonant pumping light, i.e., atoms with lo
free flights between the cell walls. Here, we demonstrat
simple effect, occurring in a similar thin vapor film, und
conditions of extremely weak light irradiation. Indeed, t
sub-Doppler contribution that is reported here simply ori
nates in the transient regime of thelinear interaction with a
two-level system. As shown below, this elementary eff
generalizes, into the optical domain, an effect first discus
by Dicke and co-worker@2# in the context of microwave
spectroscopy, for an rf cavity with a ‘‘pillbox geometry’’ an
a thickness;l rf .

Our experimental setup is essentially similar to the o
used previously@1# in which a weak laser beam, issued fro
a tunable, frequency-modulated diode laser, is sent un
normal incidence to a~commercially available! thin glass
cell ~thickness in the range 10–100mm!, filled with low-
pressure vapor. The laser-beam transmission is monit
with an ultrasensitive photodiode~maximum light power is
50 nW with our currently used detector, Hamamatsu C-54
01-!, and the signal is recorded through a phase-sens
detection, synchronous to the applied FM, hence yielding
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frequency derivative of the transmission spectrum. Typi
spectra obtained on the CsD2 line ~852 nm! are presented in
Fig. 1. One notes narrow Doppler-free structures, super
posed to the dispersionlike background, associated with
frequency derivative of the Doppler-broadened transmiss
As deduced from a comparison with this Doppler-broaden
background, these narrow resonances, which are centere
the resonance frequency of the various hyperfine com
nents, correspond to a relativeincrease of absorptionat line
center relatively to the absorption in the wings. Note that
most experimental situations these small sub-Doppler con

:

FIG. 1. Transmission spectrum through a thin Cs cell, as
served after demodulation of the applied FM. Full line spectra,
perimental data with cell thickness~a! 10 mm or ~b! 50 mm; the
incident power is;50 nW, the beam diameter is;4 mm, and the
various narrow lines are the hyperfine components of the 852
line 6S1/2(F54)26P3/2$F53,4,5%. The simultaneously recorde
saturated absorption~SA! spectrum is a frequency reference. Th
dashed lines above experimental data~a! and ~b! are calculated
spectra, assuming thatg/kuth550, with L/l510 andL/l550, re-
spectively~for a Cs linewidth of 5 MHz and a Doppler width o
;250 MHz!. Each unit of the horizontal frequency scale stands
100 MHz.
R3169 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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butions only become observable thanks to the FM techni
that enhances the contrast of the narrower resonances
signment of these narrow resonances to anabsorption in-
creaseis confirmed through a prior optical measurement
the phase of the applied FM, which also shows the sh
response time of these sub-Doppler contributions~in the
MHz21 range!.

These observations were performed on several Cs c
~nominal thickness ranging from 10mm to 100 mm! that
were heated up to temperatures for which the Dopp
broadened absorption is;3 – 30 % ~i.e., ;80– 100 °C for a
10-mm cell!. A striking point is that the observed absorptio
behavior is independent of the incident light intensity in o
range of operation~our ultraweak irradiation lies in the 1–
100-nW domain, for a 4-mm beam diameter!. In particular,
for a given cell length, the ratio between sub-Doppler co
tribution and the Doppler background is independent of
experimental conditions and, as shown in Fig. 1, calcula
spectra, as derived from the model detailed below, fairly
produce experimental observations. All these features es
lish that the presently observed sub-Doppler contribution
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typical of the regime oflinear absorption, in which the inci-
dent intensity is kept below the onset of both optical pum
ing and saturation. These results clearly differ from our p
vious observations@1# that were interpreted through a thre
level system in which velocity-selective optical pumping to
noninteracting level took place. The recovering of this op
cal pumping mechanism actually occurs for much larger
tensity ~the onset is on the order of;0.5mW, depending
upon the frequency of the FM!; the narrow resonance the
decreases with increasing power, and finally becomes
verted@3#.

The theoretical frame for understanding the observed
havior, has been derived by several authors@4,5#: light ab-
sorption results from the destructive interference between
incident field and the summing up of the fields re-radiated
the optical dipoles that are induced by the excitation. B
cause of phase-interrupting collisional processes, the am
tude of these resonant dipoles is governed by theirtransient
response to the incident optical excitation@6#. Under the fol-
lowing assumptions:~i! the vapor is dilute enough, so tha
only atom-surface collisions are to be considered,~ii ! atoms
e

FIG. 2. Line shapesJ(d) or dJ/dd associated with the different terms Re@J1#, Re@J2#, and Re@J3#, as calculated in the caseg/kuth

550; the vertical~arbitrary! unit is the same for~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and ~e!. ~a! Overall absorption line shapeJ11J21J3 for L55l, and for
L55.5l. The ~interferometric! difference between 5 and 5.5l is more visible at line center~see the zoom at34!; ~b! J2 , with the same
vertical unit as in~a!, calculated forL55l ~note thatJ2 is actually independent ofL!; ~c! J3 for L55l, and forL55.5l @the same vertical
unit as in~a!; note the change in the frequency scale#; ~d! dJ2 /dd anddJ3 /dd for L55l. Note that forL averaged between 4.5l and 5.5l,
d(J21J3)/dd overlapsdJ2 /dd, with no visible difference at the present scale;~e! for L550l, J3 has turned out to be negligible relativ
to J2 .
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leave the wall in the ground state,~iii ! the incident laser
beam diameter largely exceeds the cell thickness, one de
the following line shape from a spatial integration of t
transient atomic response

a~v!}Re E
2`

1`

dv W~v !g~v2v0 ,v,L !, ~1!

with

g~v2v0 ,v,L !52
k

L FL2
uvu
L

~12exp2LL/uvu!G ,
~2!

and

L5g2 i @~v2v0!2kv#. ~3!

In Eqs.~1!–~3!, a~v! is the absorption coefficient at the in
cident laser frequencyv, W(v) stands for the normalized
distribution of the normal velocity component,v0 andg re-
spectively define the two-level atom transition frequency a
optical width, andk is the wave-vector modulus. For conv
nience, and following the respective terms appearing
g(v2v0 ,v,L), we also define the integralsJ1 , J2 , J3 :

J152E dv W~v !
kL

L
, ~4a!

J25E dv W~v !
kuvu
L2 , ~4b!

J352E dv W~v !
kuvu
L2 exp~2LL/uvu!. ~4c!

The J1 term provides the usualsteady-stateDoppler-
broadened absorption expected in a macroscopic cell.
sub-Doppler features are hence associated with thetransient
effectsas considered in theJ2 and J3 terms. Indeed, the
atomic free path along which the transient effects are ev
ated, is actually highly anisotropic, and atoms flying nea
parallel to the wall yield a stronger contribution to the sign
while their resonance appears unsensitive to the Dop
shift. It can be seen thatJ2 originates in the buildup of the
atomic response to the driving field, whileJ3 reflects the
finiteness of the interaction timeL/v, which is limited by the
cell thickness. SinceL is generally complex,J3 includes an
interferometric dependence upon the cell length, with a q
siperiod equal to the wavelength~see Fig. 2!. In particular,
the overall absorption at line center gets stronger whenL/l
is a half-integer@7#, as can be seen from Refs.@4, 5#. This
apparently severe length dependence is typical of a lin
coherenttransient effect, as opposed to theincoherentopti-
cal pumping mechanism in a thin cell as analyzed in Ref.@1#.
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However, it is worth noting that in the experimental cas
of relatively large values ofL destructive interferences be
tween the various velocity contributions tend to wash out
Re(J3) term, making theJ2 contribution dominant~see Fig. 2
and Ref. @8#!. This Re(J2) contribution actually mixes up
absorptive contribution@i.e., Re(L21), with tails in v22, so
that a single velocity group provides a dominant contrib
tion# and dispersive contribution@i.e., Im(L21), which spans
asv21#. A signature of the contribution of these tails of th
velocity distribution can be seen in the fact that thisJ2 term
becomes negligible relative toJ1 when L@uth /g ~uth the
most probable thermal velocity!. Indeed, in this case, eve
the faster atoms (v'uth) are close to the steady-state regim
of interaction with the optical field. As far as the line shape
concerned, this provides~in the large Doppler limit! a loga-
rithmic ‘‘divergence,’’ as noted in Ref.@2#, with a width at
half-maximum evolving as (gkuth)

1/2. It also exhibits a close
analogy with the well-known ‘‘logarithmic divergence’’ en
countered in linear selective reflection spectroscopy@9#.
Moreover, as in the FM selective reflection, the frequen
derivation of the line shape associated with the experime
FM technique is particularly appropriate, as it turns the n
row sub-Doppler singularity into an effective Doppler-fre
structure@10#.

To summarize, we have reported on an observation, in
optical domain, of thelinear transient response of atoms in
room-temperature cell, a very general phenomenon in
cell of dilute vapor. This effect, which was only noticed
the microwave domain in the special caseL5l/2, is actually
observable in cells that are commonly produced, althou
they are very thin. Through the FM technique, the obser
tion is proven to be feasible, even for relatively large valu
of L/l ~notably for the large Doppler width to homogeneo
width ratio!. Hence, our experiments offer a method th
combines Doppler-free spectroscopy in a vapor cell and
ear response. In particular, and owing to the longer region
constructive interference interaction, the optical respo
should be larger than in the equivalent FM selective refl
tion spectroscopy. Such a method should be attractive
build up Doppler-free frequency standards that require
tralow incident power@11#, or to be able to reach Doppler
free molecular lines that are difficult to saturate.

Finally, we would like to point out that this linear tran
sient regime exhibits marked differences with the previou
analyzed incoherent optical pumping in similar thin cells.
particular, the observed sub-Doppler structure at line ce
results from the transient contribution of relatively fast a
oms, as opposed, in the case of optical pumping, to a m
contribution originating from an arbitrarily narrow velocit
group@5,12#. In other words, the most unfrequent events,
in the desorption of an ultraslow atom, do not seem to pla
special role in the present case, while in the case of an o
cal pumping mechanism, the statistical behavior in the t
cell @5# may be analyzed as a~truncated! Lévy flight @13#.
be-
ior,
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